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Abstract

Multicast (MC) routing algorithms capable of satisfying the QoS requirements of real-time applica
tions will be essential for future high-speed networks. We compare the performance of all of the important
MC routing algorithms when applied to networks with asymmetric link loads. Each algorithm is judged
based on the quality of the MC tree it generates and its efficiency in managing the network resources.
Simulation results over random networks show that unconstrained algorithms are not capable of fulfilling
the QoS requirements of real-time applications in large networks. One algorithm, reverse path multi
casting, is not suitable for asymmetric networks irrespective of the requirements of the application. All
constrained Steiner tree (CST) heuristics reported to date are also studied. Simulations show that all
three heuristics behave similarly and that they can manage the network efficiently and construct low
cost MC trees that satisfy the QoS requirements of real-time traffic. The execution times of the CST
heuristics are larger than those of the unconstrained algorithms.

1 Introduction

Recent advances in optical fiber and switch technologies have resulted in a new generation of high-speed
networks that can achieve speeds of up to a few Gigabits per second, along with very low bit error rates. In
addition, the progress in audio, video, and data storage technologies has given rise to new distributed real
time applications. These applications may involve multimedia, e.g. videoconferencing which requires low
end-to-end delays, or they may be distributed control applications requiring high transmission reliability.
Quality of service (QoS) parameters are used to express the applications' requirements which must be
guaranteed by the underlying network. Distributed applications will utilize future networks, and in many
cases they will involve multiple users. Hence the increasing importance of efficient multicast (Me) routing
algorithms which are able to manage the network resources efficiently and to satisfy the QoS requirements
of each individual application.

In the past, very few networks applications involved multiple users and none of them had real-time QoS
requirements. In addition, the bandwidth requirements of most applications were very modest. Thus simple

"This work was supported in part by an IBM SUR project and in part by the Center for Advanced Computing and
Communication at North Carolina State University.
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MC routing were sufficient to manage the network bandwidth. In many cases lYIC trees were simply con
struct.ed by th~ superposition of multiple unicast paths. The situation is different, however, for the emerging
real-time applications discussed above. For example, videoconferencing is now available over the Internet [1].
S~ the question now is: can existing best-effort networks and the simple MC algorithms they implement pro
vide the ~erformanceguarantees required by such real-time applications like videoconferencing?

. We will study the performance of existing simple MC routing algorithms, which are used in current
wide area networks, when applied to high-speed networks and their ability to satisfy the requirements of
real-time applications. In addition, we will compare the performance of a number of new algorithms which
were designed specifically to meet the QoS requirements of high-speed network applications.

Previous work on MC routing assumes networks with symmetric link loads, i.e. given two links intercon
necting two nodes, one link in each direction, the loading factors and delays of these two links are assumed
to be equal. This is a special case that does not hold for actual networks, and thus it is desirable to study
the general case where a network has asymmetric link loads",

This paper investigates the problem of setting up MC trees. The networks studied resemble realistic
asymmetric high-speed wide area networks. The QoS requirements used are based on the requirements of
actual real-time traffic, e.g. voice and video. MC routing algorithms are evaluated based on their ability
to provide performance guarantees, the quality of the MC trees they construct, and their effectiveness in
managing the network resources. Thus we are trying to decide which algorithms are suitable for the future
high-speed networks.

1.1 Definitions

A communication network is represented as a directed connected simple graph G = (V, E), where V is a set
of nodes and E is a set of directed links. The existence of a link e = (u, v) from u to v implies the existence
of a link e' = (v, u) for any u, v E V. Any link e E E has a cost C(e) and a delay D(e) associated with it.
A link's cost is a measure of the utilization of that link's resources. Thus C(e) should be a function of the
amount of traffic traversing the link e and the expected buffer space needed for that traffic. A link's delay
is the delay a data packet experiences on that link (the sum of the switching, queueing, transmission, and
propagation components). C(e) and D(e) may take any positive real values. Because of the asymmetric
nature of computer networks, it is often the case that C(e) #- C(e') and D(e) #- D(e').

A rvIC group Gi = gl, ... , gn ~ V, n = IGil :s; IVI is a set of nodes participating in the same network
activity, and is identified by a unique group address i. S; =81, ... , 8 m ~ V, m = ISil :s; IVI is a set of source
nodes for the MC group Gi. A MC source 8 E S, mayor may not be itself a member of the group Gi. A
MC tree T(s, Gi) ~ E is a tree rooted at the source 8 E S; and spanning all members of the group Gi. The
total cost of a tree T(s, Gi) is simply EtET(s,G,) C(t). An algorithm that minimizes the total cost of a MC
tree will encourage the sharing of links", because the cost of a link is only added once to the total cost of the
tree regardless of the number of destinations which receive their packets via that link. Link sharing is always
desirable because only one copy of a packet will traverse a given link, thus maximizing link sharing in a
Me tree 'results in reducing the total amount of network bandwidth reserved for that Me session. A path
P(s, g) ~ T(s, Cd ~ E is a set of links connecting s E s. to 9 E Ci. The cost of P(s, g) is EpEP(.,g» C(p).

1.2 Classification of Me Routing Algorithms

MC routing algorithms can be classified into one of two categories. Shortest paths algorithms attempt
to minimize the cost of each path from the source node to a multicast group member node. Bertsekas
and Gallager describe several shortest paths algorithms ~n [2]..The ot.h:r ~ategory is the minimum Steiner
algorithms. The objective of minimum Steiner tree algorithms IS to rrnmrmze the total cost of the MC ~re~.
However, this problem is known to be NP-complete. Winter [3] .p~ovides a ~urvey of ?oth exact and he~nstlc
minimum Steiner tree algorithms. If the destination set of a rmmmum Steiner tree includes all nodes ill the

network, it is called a minimum spanning tree [4]. .. .
The upper bound on acceptable end-to-end delay,.~, is part of the QoS re~Ulrement~ of dlstnbu~ed

multimedia applications, and it is necessary and sufficient for the network to satisfy the given bound, l.e.

1 Th tri etworks directed networks and networks with a asymmetric link loads all have the same meaning.e terms asymme rICn, ' . .
2 A shared link is a link on the paths from the source to more than one destination
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there is no need to minimize ~h~ end-to-end delay. MC routing algorithms proposed specifically for high
speed networks construct a mmimum cost MC tree without violating the constraint implied by the upper
boun~ on dela~. Thes; are call~d constrained Steiner tree (CST) algorithms to distinguish them from other
algorithms which don t have this delay constraint.

D~nami? M? routing algorithms find the path from the source to one destination at a time. Thus they
permit .destIna~Ion nodes to join and leave a MC group and the corresponding MC trees at any moment.
In static algorithms, however, the MC group is fixed and paths from the source to all destinations are
computed at the same time when establishing a MC session. We study only static algorithms or static
versions of dynamic algorithms.

Some applications involve multiple sources transmitting to the same MC group, e.g. videoconferencing.
One alternative is to use source-specific trees with each source constructing its own MC tree. The other
alternative is to have a shared tree rooted at a central node, and to let all source transmit their packets to
the central node which in turn forwards them over the shared tree to the destination nodes. This requires
the construction of only one MC tree, but the links of this tree will be heavily loaded with traffic from all
the sources transmitting to that MC group. In our work, each MC group has only one source transmitting
to it and thus it suffices to consider source-specific trees only.

Some MC routing algorithms can be implemented in a distributed fashion, while others permit only
centralized implementation. Some algorithms need to keep global information about the state of the network
at each node, while for others local information about nearby neighbors suffices. All algorithms discussed in
this paper, except one, are centralized with global information at each node. We also assume that information
kept at the nodes, whether global or local, is always up-to-date.

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the unconstrained and constrained MC routing
algorithms which we consider in our work. Section 3 describes the characteristics of the networks we study.
The performance metrics used are discussed in section 4 and followed by simulation results. Section 5
concludes the paper.

2 Multicast Ronting Algorithms

In this section we present each of the algorithms we consider in our work. It is not possible, due to space
limitations, to describe the operation of each algorithm in detail, so we will only discuss the distinguishing
features of each algorithm. We study one unconstrained minimum Steiner tree algorithm, one unconstrained
shortest paths algorithm, and three constrained MC routing heuristics that have been designed specifically
for high-speed networks carrying real-time applications. We consider also a semi constrained heuristic and
an unconstrained Me routing heuristic that is part of the MC protocol being designed for the Internet.

The least-delay, LD, MC routing algorithm is a version of Dijkstra's shortest paths algorithm [2] in which
C(e) = D(e), i.e. it guarantees minimum the end-to-end delay from the source to each Me group member.
LD is thus optimal with respect to end-to-end delays. If LD can not satisfy the imposed delay constraint,
then no other algorithm can. We will use it as a reference when evaluating the delays obtained from other
MC routing algorithms. The worst case time complexity of Dijkstra's algorithm is O(IVI2

) .

2.1 Unconstrained Algorithms
The algorithms described below attempt to optimize a given cost function without taking into consideration

the QoS requirements of the application. . . ' . .
Very few algorithms have been proposed for the mimmum Steiner tree problem m directed networks ~3],

and all of them operate under special conditions, e.g. acyclic networks, and thus they can not be apphed
to the networks we work on. In the case of undirected networks, however, there are several heuristics of
reasonable complexity. Doar and Leslie [5] show that the total cost of trees generated using Kou, Markowsky,
and Berman's, KMB, ~euristic [?] .for the ~inimumStei.ner. tre: is on the a~er~ge only 5% ;,orse than the

t of the optimal undirected rmmmum Steiner tree while Its time complexity IS O(IGdlVl ). Thus KMB
~::n efficient unconstrained minimum Steiner tree heuristic for undirected networks. We will study how
efficient it is when applied to directed networks with delay con~traints.. ... .. .

Dijkstra's shortest paths algorithm (with link cost a function of the link utilIzatIO~) IS WIdely used m
communication protocols, e.g. MOSPF [7], and it yields satisfactory performance. ThIS a le~t-~o~t, Le,
algorithm which minimizes the cost of the path from the source node to each MC group member individually.
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We stud~ LC's performance in networks with delay constraints to determine its applicability networks that
are heavily loaded with multimedia applications.

Th.e reverse path multicasting, RPM, algorithm [8] creates MC trees for which the cost of the reverse
path,. l.e. the path from the destination to the source, is minimal. The cost of the forward path is minimal
?nly If th~ network has s.ym~etric link costs. RPM is an attractive choice for network developers, because
It can b~ implemented distributedly, Protocol Independent Multicasting (PIM) [9] is a candidate protocol
~or multicasting over the Internet. PIM uses a dynamic MC routing algorithm based on RPM. Thus it is
Important to study RPM to determine how asymmetric link loads affect its performance. It is important to
note that due to the limited local information a node v doesn't know the cost of the link e = (u, v). It only
knows the cost of the reverse link e' = (v, u). Even if link e is saturated and can not accept any additional
traffic, node v will not be aware of that and may still try to add e to future MC trees.

The MC routing heuristic for ATM networks proposed by Waters [10] is semi constrained. It uses the
maximum end-to-end delay from the source to any node in the network as the delay constraint. Note this
constraint is not related directly to the application QoS constraints, and that this internally computed
constraint may be too strict or too lenient as compared to the QoS requirements of the application. The
heuristic then proceeds to construct a broadcast tree that does not violate the internal delay constraint.
Finally the broadcast tree is pruned beyond the MC nodes. In [11] we implemented the original algorithm
proposed in [10] which resembles a semi constrained minimum spanning tree, and we also implemented a
modified version which is closer to a semi constrained shortest paths broadcast tree. The modified version
always performs better with respect to tree costs, end-to-end delays, and network balancing. In this paper
we will consider only the modified semi constrained, MSC, heuristic. MSC is dominated by the computation
of the internal delay bound which uses a modified Dijkstra algorithm and runs in O(IVI 2) .

2.2 Constrained Algorithms

Noronha and Tobagi [12] present an optimal algorithm for constructing multiple CST trees simultaneously
in a directed network. Their algorithm is based on integer programming. It manages the network resources
efficiently, but its running time is two orders of magnitude slower than KMB and Dijkstra's algorithms. Such
an algorithm can not be used in real networks, and thus we did not consider it in our experiments.

The first heuristic for the CST problem was given by Kompella, Pasquale, and Polyzos [13]. We label
this KPP heuristic. KPP assumes that the link delays and the delay bound, ~, are integers. The heuristic
is dominated by computing a constrained closure graph which takes time O(~IVI3). Thus KPP takes
polynomial time only if ~ is bounded. When the link delays and ~ take non integer values it is necessary
to limit the granularity of the computation in order to achieve reasonable running times. The side effects of
this are discussed in [14]. We use a granularity of ~/10.

Both KMB and KPP heuristics use Prim's algorithm [4] to obtain a minimum spanning tree when given a
closure graph. Prim's algorithms is only optimal for undirected networks. This might affect the performance
of the two heuristics when applied to directed networks.

Widyono [14] proposes four unconstrained MC heuristics and four CST heuristics. The four constrained
heuristics are based on a constrained Bellman-Ford algorithm presented in the same report. Constrained
Bellman-Ford uses a breadth first search to find the constrained least-cost paths from the source to all other
nodes in the network. We will consider only the constrained adaptive ordering, CAD, heuristic as it yields
the best performance compared the other heuristics Widyono proposed. In CAO, the constrained Bellman
Ford algorithm is used to connect one group member at a time to the source. After each run of constrained
Bellman-Ford, the unconnected member with the cheapest constrained path to the source is chosen and is
added to the existing subtree. The costs of links in the already existing subtree are set to zero. The author
has not conducted a conclusive analysis of constrained Bellman-Ford's time complexity has been performed,
but he found that there are cases in which its running time grows exponentially.

The bounded shortest multicast algorithm, BSMA, is another CST heuristic [15]. BSMA starts by
computing a LD tree for the given source s and Me group Gi. Then it iteratively replaces paths in T(s, G i )

with cheaper paths not in the tree without violating the delay bound until the total cost of the tree can not
be reduced any further. BSMA uses a kth-shortest path algorithm to find cheaper paths for path switching.
It runs in O(klVl3 log IVI) and thus for large densely connected networks k may be very large and it may be
difficult to achieve acceptable running times. We use path switching algorithm that is slightly different than
the one used by the authors of BSMA in order to account for the effect of directed networks.
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~he CST heuristics described above are of higher complexity than the unconstrained algorithms. We
studied the p:rformance of both classes of algorithms to determine which algorithms are capable of fulfilling
the QoS requirements of real-time applications, and to find out if there is an actual need for the more complex
CST. h~uristics. In addition, we investigated the effect of the delay constraint on the efficiency of the CST
heuristics, and on their ability to minimize the total cost of a Me tree.

3 The Experimental Setup

We used simulation for our experimental investigations to avoid the inaccuracies of analytical modeling. ATM
networks permit the applications to specify their own QoS requirements, and they allow cell multicasting in
the physical layer. Thus, it was appropriate for us to comply with the ATM standards.

A 20-node full duplex ATM network with homogeneous link capacities of 155 Mbps (OC3) was used in
the experiments. The positions of the 20 nodes are fixed in a rectangle of size 2400 * 3000 Km 2 , roughly
the area of the USA. A random generator [16] was used to create links interconnecting pairs of nodes with
probability:

P(u,v) = (3exp -d(u,v)
La

where d(u, v) is the distance from node u to v, and L is the maximum distance between two nodes. The
parameter Q' controls the ratio of short links to long links, while f3 controls the average node degree of the
network. By assigning the values 0.15 and 2.2 to a and f3 respectively, we got networks with average node
degrees of 4. Most current networks have average node degrees ranging from 3 to 3.5, but we expect them
to get denser in the future to be able to carry the increasing loads. Any node has a node degree ~ 2.

Each node represented an output-buffered non-blocking ATM switch. Each link had its own FCFS output
buffer of size 8 cells. The propagation speed in the link was taken to be two thirds the speed of light. The
propagation delay was dominant under these conditions, and the switching, queueing, and transmission
components of the delay were neglected when calculating the link delay, D(e).

For the Me sources we used variable bit rate (VBR) video sources with an average rate of 0.5 Mbps
and peak to average ratio of 3:1. These represent realistic bursty multimedia traffic sources. Any session
traversing a link e, reserves a fraction of e's bandwidth equal to the average rate of the traffic it generates.
The link cost, C(e), is equal to the reserved bandwidth on that link, because it is a suitable measure of the
utilization of both the link's bandwidth and its buffer space. C(e) is dynamic, and varies as new sessions
are established or existing sessions are torn down..

A link can accept sessions and reserve bandwidth for them until its cost, i.e. the sum of the average rates
of the sessions traversing that link, exceeds 85% of the link's capacity, then it gets saturated. This simple
admission control policy allows statistical multiplexing and efficient utilization of the available resources.

Interactive voice and video sessions have tight delay requirements. We used a value of 0.03 seconds for
~ which represents only an upper bound on the end-to-end propagation time across the network. This
relatively small value was chosen in order to allow the higher level end-to-end protocols enough time to
process the transmitted information without affecting the intelligibility of the interactive session.

4 Performance Metrics and Experimental Results

The performance of a MC routing algorithm was evaluated based o~ the quality of the MC trees it c~eates

and the algorithm's efficiency in managing the network. The quahty of a MC tree can be defined In the

following ways:

• The total cost of the tree. This reflects the algorithm's ability to construct a MC tree using cheap,

lightly loaded links .

• The number of nodes in the tree. Call establishment is a time consuming process that involves setting
up virtual circuits. This temporarily interrupts other processes running at any ~od: in th~ tree being
established. In addition, each node in the tree will have more traffic traversing It. It IS therefore
desirable to reduce the number of nodes in a MC tree.
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Figure 1: Total cost of a MC tree, unconstrained algorithms, 20-node network, average degree 4.

• ~he ~axi~~m end-t~-end delay from the source to any MC group member. This indicates the algo
rithm s ability to achieve the delays required by the application.

An algorithm's effectiveness in managing the network resources was judged by monitoring how frequently
that algorithm fails to construct an acceptable MC tree for a given network with given link loads. There are
two causes of failure: either the created tree does not satisfy the delay bound or the algorithm fails to find
unsaturated links, and thus it can not create a tree that spans all MC group members. Another measure of
an algorithm's effectiveness is the number of MC trees that the algorithm can create before the cumulative
failure rate exceeds a certain limit.

Two experiments were conducted on the algorithms discussed in section 2. We present the simulation
results for the unconstrained algorithms first to determine the conditions, if any, under which the uncon
strained algorithms do not perform well. Then we will show the results obtained for the CST heuristics, and
discuss their advantages and disadvantages.

4.1 Simulation Results for the Unconstrained Algorithms

The first experiment compares the different algorithms when each of them is applied to create a MC tree for
a random source node generating video traffic with an average rate of 0.5 Mbps, and a MC group of randomly
chosen destination nodes under different network loading conditions. The experiment was repeated with MC
group sizes of 5, 10, 15, and 203 members. Background traffic is generated for each link in the network. The
average rate of each link's background traffic is a random variable uniformly distributed between Bmin and
B m ax. As the range of load variation, i.e. the difference between B m ax and Bmin, increases the asymmetry
of the link loads also increases, because the load on link e = (u, v) is independent of the load on the link
e' = (v, u). We will measure the total cost of the MC tree, the maximum end-to-end delay, the number of
nodes in the tree, and the failure rate of the algorithm. Note that an unconstrained algorithm may construct
a MC tree with a maximum delay that violates the imposed delay bound. Such a tree is rejected and
removed by the admission control process, but not before we measure its characteristics. The experiment
keeps creating Me trees until the confidence intervals for the measured quantities are < 5% using 95%
confidence level. The experiment also keeps changing the network topology by generating random links as

has been discussed in section 3.
Figure 1 shows the total cost of a MC tree for two different link loading conditions. KMB heuristic yields

the least tree costs, because it is the only true minimum Steiner tree heuristic. LC does not perform as good

3 A Me group with 20 members represents the special case of broadcasting
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as KMB, because it attempts to minimize the cost per path from source to destination not the total cost
of the entire tree. MSC creates trees that are less expensive than LD but more expensive then both KMB
and LC, because the internally generated delay bound is so strict that it limits the algorithm's ability to
minimize the costs. KMB, LC, and MSC create cheaper trees when the range of link load variation increases,
because they are capable of locating the low-cost links and adding them to the tree. LD yields the most
expensive trees, and its performance is independent of the range of link load variation. The reason is that
LD optimizes the end-to-end delay which is independent of the network loading conditions. RPM generates
more expensive trees as the asymmetry of the network increases. This is due to the fact that the more
asymmetric the network is, the less related the cost of the reverse link, C(e'), and the cost of the forward
link, C(e), are. If RPM selects a cheap reverse link, e', it is very probable that the forward link, e, is more
expensive than it. For extremely asymmetric networks, as is the case in figure l(b), RPM performs as bad
as LD.

For the performance metrics discussed below, it is sufficient to show only one case of network loading
(figures 2 and 3), because we found that the performance of the different algorithms relative to each other
with respect to these metrics is independent of the range of link load variation.

Figure 2 shows the maximum end-to-end delay, and RPM does not perform well here either. KMB also
performs very poorly with respect to maximum delay, because it does not attempt to minimize the end-to
end delay to the individual destinations. LC results in maximum delays that are in some cases less than 0.03
seconds which is within QoS requirement. It finds the least-cost path to each group member. This indirectly
minimizes the number of hops for such a path and hence indirectly reduces the length of the path. LD is
optimal with respect to end-to-end delays. Figure 2 also shows that maximum end-to-end delays resulting
from MSC are almost as good as LD. This is again due to MSC's strict internally generated upper bound
on delay. As the number of group members increases, the maximum delays increase, because the MC trees
span more nodes, hence the probability of a remote node being a member in the MC group is larger.

Delay bound violation is one of the reasons to reject a MC tree. An algorithm's failure to construct a
MC tree due to delay bound violation is strongly related to the maximum delays discussed above. Therefore
it is not surprising for KMB, RPM, and even LC to have very high failure rates, > 30%. LD achieves the
least possible failure rate, because it minimizes the end-to-end delay. MSC's failure rate is also very low, <
2%.

All algorithms yield similar performance with respect to the number of nodes in the tree as can be seen

from figure 3.
Figure 4 shows the results of the second ~xperiment in whic~ we start with a ~ompletely unl~aded net~ork

and keep adding MC sessions and constructing the corresponding MC trees unt~l the cumul.ative tree faII~re

rate exceeds 15%. A MC session consists of a random source node generating VBR VIdeo traffic WIth
an average rate of 0.5 Mbps, and a Me group of randomly chosen destination nodes. The experiment was
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repeated with MC group sizes of 5, 10, 15, and 20 members. Failure due to delay bound violation was disabled
in this experiment, because the results of the first experiment have shown that the unconstrained algorithms
can not satisfy a delay bound of 0.03 seconds. Here we will determine how efficiently these unconstrained
algorithms can manage the network in the absence of a delay bound. The experiment runs until the confidence
interval for the number of successfully established MC sessions is < 5% using 95% confidence level. Similar
to the first experiment, this experiment keeps changing the random network topology.

It is obvious from figure 4 that as the size of the MC group increases, the number of MC trees that
an algorithm can construct before the network saturates decreases, because the number of links in a tree
increases as the group size increases. KMB yields the best performance, because it has the ability to locate
the cheapest links in the network and include them in the MC tree. This results in approximately uniform
link load distribution across the network throughout the experiment. LD, LC and MSC can also manage
the network resources efficiently, although not as efficient as KMB. This is surprising for LD, which does
not attempt to manage the link bandwidth at all. RPM is very inefficient even for small group sizes. As
has been mentioned before, RPM adds a link e to an MC tree based on the cost of the reverse link e'. If
e' is lightly loaded and remains lightly loaded, RPM will keep adding sessions to e, and it will not receive
any notice that e is heavily loaded. Even when e saturates, e' will not be notified. Applying RPM results in
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extremely asymmetric, inefficient networks.
The two experiments discussed above show that none of the three unconstrained algorithms (KMB, LC,

and RP~l) can be used with applications having delay constraints. The semi constrained heuristic MSC has
a delay bound that is too tight which reduces its performance with respect to cost. Similarly, LD' is optimal
with respect to minimizing delays but it doesn't attempt to optimize the tree cost at all. We will study
the CST heuristics to determine if they can achieve a compromise between the unconstrained algorithms in
general, and KMB's heuristic for the minimum Steiner tree in particular, and the delay-oriented algorithms,
LD and MSC.

Experiment 2 shows that, in the absence of a delay constraint, all algorithms, except RPM, can manage
the network resources efficiently. RPM's approach, to estimate the cost of the forward link to be equal to
the cost of the reverse link, is futile. It results in very asymmetric networks with a few very heavily loaded,
saturated links and many lightly loaded, underutilized links.

4.2 Simulation Results for the CST Heuristics

We re-ran the same first experiment of section 4.1 on KPP, CAO, and BSMA heuristics, to determine the
characteristics of the constrained MC trees these heuristics construct.

Figure 5 shows that the three constrained CST yield similar total tree costs. We also show the cost of
the unconstrained KMB heuristic for comparison. The costs of the constrained heuristics are on the average
only 5-10% more expensive than the unconstrained KMB heuristic, in spite of the delay constraint which
limits their flexibility in choosing cheap links. Note that as the range of link load variation increases, all
three CST heuristics can create cheaper trees, because, similar to KMB, they can select low-cost links and
add them to the Me tree.

It can be seen from figure 6 that the maximum end-to-end delays for the three CST heuristics are below
the 0.03 seconds delay bound. Again all three heuristics yield similar delay performance, but BSMA is slightly
better. This is because BSMA starts with a least-delay tree and then improves its cost. The low delays
of the initial tree persist in the final tree. Figure 6 also shows the maximum delays of LD for comparison.
LD's maximum delays are optimal and they are considerably less than maximum delay the CST heuristics
can achieve. However, this is not a big advantage, because it is sufficient to satisfy the delay constraint.
We found that all three CST heuristic are capable of satisfying the delay bound. Their rate of violating the

delay bound is as low as LD, i.e, < 2%.
Figure 7 confirms the observation made above that all three CST heuristics create MC trees that have

similar performance. We conclude from figures 3 and 7 that the number of nodes in a MC tree is independent
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Figure 7: Number of nodes in a MC tree, CST heuristics, 20-node network, average degree 4, Bm i n = 5
Mbps, Bm a x = 125 Mbps, Li. = 0.03 seconds.

of which MC routing algorithms is used. This conclusion holds only for the link cost function we defined in
section 3.

We conducted the second experiment of section 4.1 on the CST heuristics to evaluate their efficiency
in managing the network bandwidth. The experiment was first modified, however, to permit failure due
to delay bound violation. An algorithm can thus fail to construct a MC tree due to either violating the
delay bound or due to link saturation. We also conducted this modified experiment on the LD and MSC
algorithms. We couldn't run it, however, on KMB, because it violates the delay bound too frequently.

Figure 8 shows that again the three CST heuristics yield almost identical performance and that they can
manage the network bandwidth better than LD and MSC.

Figure 9 shows the average execution times of all algorithms studied in this paper. Note, however, that
the code used was not optimized for speed. These results are therefore not conclusive. The figure shows
that the running times of the CST heuristics are much larger than the running times of the unconstrained
algorithms. KPP is a particularly time consuming algorithm. CAO is the fastest CST heuristic, but its
execution time depends on the number of group members. The figure also shows that KMB is the slowest
among the unconstrained and semi constrained algorithms.
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5 Conclusions

Distributed real-time applications have QoS requirements that must be guaranteed by the underlying net
work. In many cases these applications will involve multiple users and hence the increasing importance of
multicasting. MC routing can be an effective tool to manage the network resources and fulfill the applica
tions' requirements. Several MC routing algorithms are proposed for high-speed networks carrying real-time
traffic. Our work is the first detailed, quantitative evaluation of these algorithms under realistic conditions.

We have studied the performance of unconstrained MC routing algorithms when applied to wide area
networks with asymmetric link loads. KMB heuristic constructs low cost trees with large end-to-end delays
that exceed the upper bound on delay imposed by the application. The other two unconstrained algorithms
studied, Dijkstra's LC and the RPM heuristic, are also unable to satisfy the required delay bound. KMB
is most efficient in managing the network bandwidth followed by LC, while RPM performs very poorly.
This indicates that the unconstrained algorithms can not be applied to real-time applications on networks
spanning large areas due to inadequate delay performance. RPM is not suitable for any networks with
asymmetric link loads.

The semi constrained heuristic uses an internally computed delay bound that is too strict and thus limits
its ability to construct low cost trees and to manage the network resources.

We then studied three CST heuristics. All three heuristics yield similar performance, but their execution
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times differ considerably. CAO is faster than BSMA, and KPP is the slowest. CAO is, however, slower
than the unconstrained and semi constrained algorithms. The CST heuristics construct trees that are not
considerably more expensive than KMB's trees. The maximum end-to-end delays obtained from the CST
heuristics are larger than those obtained using LD, but they are still within the given delay bound. In
short, all three heuristics construct low cost trees, which satisfy the given delay bound, and can manage the
network resources efficiently. To prefer one algorithm over the two others some implementation issues must
be taken into consideration: the amount of network state information the algorithm needs, how scalable is
the algorithm to larger networks, is a distributed implementation of the algorithm possible, and what is the
average running time of the algorithm.
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